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motivation (1)

I getting acquainted with the art of programming

I develop a systematic reasoning

I learn the basics of a programming language (transferable skill)

I understanding more internet jokes such as:
”There are 10 types of people in this world. Those who
understand binary, and those who don’t.”



motivation (2)

(3D subduction)

(rift interaction)

(erosion+orogenesis)



motivation (3)

(mantle modelling and tomography)



motivation(4)

XIV International Workshop on Modelling of Mantle and
Lithosphere Dynamics, Aug 31st, Sept. 5th 2015, Oleron, France.



motivation(5)



motivation (6)

Q: Why do we have to use computers ?

A: Because the equations used to describe the physical phenomena
most often do not have an analytical solution.

Let us look at the Stokes equation:

∇ · (µ∇v s)−∇p = ρg

µ is the dynamic viscosity (Pa.s), which can depend on:

I local velocity gradient (strainrate)

I temperature

I composition

I history of deformation

I depth/pressure
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(numerical) modelling

How do we build a model of the observed reality ?

I observe and quantify the observed reality

I find a mathematical description which takes the physical
processes at hand in account

I find the appropriate numerical methods for this type of
equation(s)

I code design, platform, language, ...

I coding/programming

I testing parts individually, then the whole code

I build experience by using the code on progressively more and
more complex systems

I produce awesome results, publish in Nature, get rich and
famous



Example

Facebook G. Harms, Masterscriptie, 2015



Some help











I CPU: Central processing unit (2-3Ghz)

I ROM: Read-only memory

I RAM: Random-access memory (1-32Gb)



operating systems (1)
I punchcard

I screen prompt



operating systems (2)

I The Windows OS:

I The Mac OS (Unix)

I the Linux OS



Platforms/hardware (1)



Platforms/hardware (2)

www.top500.org



Platforms/hardware (2)



Programming languages (1)

I Computers understand binary code which depends on model,
architecture, OS, ...

I Humans do not.

→ need for a human-friendly language, and a translator (compiler)

’human friendly computer language’

A compiler is a computer program that transforms source code
written in a programming language into another computer
language (the target language, often having a binary form). The
most common reason for wanting to transform source code is to
create an executable program.
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Programming languages (2)

different languages → different compilers



Software


